
Weißache
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Country: Österreich / Austria   Region: Tirol   Subregion: Bezirk Kufstein   Town: Brandenberg
Difficulty:  not as difficult Grading:  v3 a3 III Total time:  4h
Approachtime: 1h30 Tourtime: 2h Returntime: 30min
Altitude entry: 900m Altitude exit: 780m Delta Altitude: 120m
Canyon length:  2600m Highest rapell: 17m Amount rapells: 4
Transport: on Foot Rock type: Intake area: 18.40km²
Season: June - October Orientation: Best Time:

Rating:  4 (1) Info:  3 (1) Belay:  2 (1)
Specialities:

Gear:

Summary: (machine translated)
Deep canyon with impressive water force, followed by an approx. 2km long river walk.
Can be easily combined with the Weittalbach.
Hydrology:

Access: (machine translated)
From Kramsach along the Brandenberger Ache to the parking lot (https://maps.app.goo.gl/WSEoA8iSn9xJMG5R7).
Approach: (machine translated)
(if the tour is done in combination with the Weittalbach: see Weittalbach access)
From the parking lot, follow the left-hand path up towards the Weißachalm (not the one to the right, which leads 
down to the Brandenberger Ache) - past the Zöttbach and Hochtalalm. After approx. 5km, descend to the right 
into the Weißache (at the mouth of the Weittalbach). After approx. 150m river walk, the narrow part of the canyon 
begins.
Tour:

Return: (machine translated)
When the Weißache flows into the Brandenberger Ache, follow either the hiking trail (right) or the gravel road 
(left) to the next bridge (Trauersteg). From here, follow the gravel road on the right-hand side for a few minutes 
back to the parking lot. If the water level passes, you can also float from the mouth to the bridge in the 
Brandenberger Ache.
Coordinates:
Parking Entry and Exit  47.54884800 11.90757100
Canyon Start  47.54875100 11.86311800
Canyon End  47.55446800 11.89366200
Reports:

2024-04-06 | Clarissa Linder |     |     |    |  Normal |  Completed
All jumps possible. At the highest rappel (17m) there is some rubble in the course of the rappel, rope may be
difficult to pull off. Alternatively, you can climb a few meters up on the right and rappel from a tree. Water force
during rappel. (machine translated)

http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.54884800,11.90757100
http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.54875100,11.86311800
http://www.google.com/maps/place/47.55446800,11.89366200

